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Gulf and Galaxy

It is a mass extinction narrative for the present moment: how, some 66,000 

years ago, an off-course space rock from the farthest edge of our solar 

system impacted the Gulf of Mexico and brought to an end seventy-five 

percent of Earth’s plant and animal life. The geological signature of the 

impactor appears in shocked quartz from the crator’s rim beneath the 

Yucatan Peninsula, beneath the town of Chicxulub (Mayan for “tail of the 

devil”). Bands of glass spherules, clay, iridium, ash, and anomalous matter –

the boundary line (K-Pg) -  mark where one world ended in indifferent 

violence and another began in bursts of generativity, across the globe. 
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David A. Kring, a geologist and Senior Staff Scientist at the Lunar and 

Planetary Institute in Houston, very much wants us to get the picture of 

devastation. “The Chicxulub Impact event produced shock wave and air 

blast that radiated across seas, over coastlines, and deep into the 

continental interior . . . . a million times larger than the most explosive 

nuclear bomb ever tested” and “the pressure pulse and winds would have 

scoured soils and shredded vegetation and any animals living in nearby 

ecosystems.” Storm surge walls a mile high, a tsunami like the world has 

never known told in sickening high water mark stains on every continental 

coastline, raging impact-sparked forest fires across the globe, major ozone 

layer disruption “shutting down photosynthesis,” bipolar effects of heat and 

ice-cold that may well have lasted 10,000 years, “a seismic pulse roughly 

equivalent to a magnitude 10 earthquake . . . . causing huge landslides on 

the seafloor, ripping through any colonies of life” as acid rain decending 

from the energy plume of the ‘target rock’” . . . . (Might God’s dark side 

have had a hand in all of this I wonder? Is a case perhaps being made for 

moving select earthlings off-Earth?) 

Chicxulub Crater

Of the generativity of flora and fauna there is considerably less heard from 

climate change activists although personally I am enchanted by the 

explosion of tiny fern spores that traveled on the ferocious winds and 
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waves, colonizing the ecological vacuum almost immediately as they do 

today after forest fires. It could be helpful to hold that image.

-----

This essay began as a kind of drift voyage of encounter with the post-

Hurricane Katrina artworks of Dawn DeDeaux that are for me iconic sites of

climate art activism more generally. In the zone I travel alongside the artist 

the impactor is manmade: the all-too-human modern narrative of 

progress ,driven by extraction technologies and consumption desire. In 

these terms, it is as though voices not of this world were along for the ride, 

threatening “end of story” for the planet. Frederik Heidegger asks the 

question: The will to mastery becomes all the more urgent the more 

technology threatens to slip from human control. – The Question 

Concerning Technology

Wise words, no question. But a conceptual trap for creative action (Corsin-

Jimenez 2021). Precisely as politically theorized, the “rapid-impact hazards”

of extreme weather events are becoming fiercer and as glaciers melt, sea 

levels are immersing coastal cities and low-lying coral atolls, across the 

globe (Howe and Boyer 2018, Crook 2018). Human indifference to its 

relations with nature is making itself felt.  

Yet this reality is also the creative armature of climate art activism – what it

performs out of.  Disinterested violence is overlayed by programmatic 

violence; generativity by creativity. To see the one through the other adds a 

dimension of truth to each.
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Demonstrating creativity’s capacity to slip the bonds foretold by narratives 

of inevitable extinction, this human capacity is actively seeking allies across

genres. A mutually augmenting co-evolution is in-progress, and this is all-

inclusive. For it is by its very nature that creative acts exceed what 

cosmopolitics and earth sciences understand as the only knowledge that 

counts; understands extinction and by logical extension its opposite, as a 

way of contemporary life that can carry us beyond ourselves. 

Writing “in the belief that only those ideas that compel our desire as well as

our resistance receive and deserve the most sustained critque” [2016:291] 

William Mazzarella draws to the point by inflecting affective experience 

over rationalism. Placing ourselves into the timespace between improbably 

affective bonds – for example of human/nonhuman kinship - calls 

indifference to a post-apocalyptic day of reckoning. 

Now we are speaking the language of Dawn DeDeaux’s climate art activism.

But the surprise of my drift voyage came as I discovered that her Katrina 

was already in correspondence with another Gulf State hurricane, indeed, 

one that continues to draw comparison. Sometimes referred to as the “Lost 

Hurricane” (officially unnamed) the Okeechopee Hurricane of 1928 would 

be the inspiration for anthropologist and author Zora Neale Hurston to 
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write the social worlds of itinerant farmworkers impacted body and soul in 

Florida in her classic novel Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937).  Orbiting

in tandem to a situated ethics of expanding vulnerability, these works 

gather strength from one another, in resonance refusing to submit to 

“narrative breaks, erasures, and elisions in History” – what Stavroula 

Pipyrou terms “structural silence” (2020:348). 

David Graeber understood this when he galvanized Extinction Rebellion 

(XR), the climate change protest movement that continues to bring the 

“noise” of financial business-as-usual to a halt in cities across the world. As 

he is often quoted, “The ultimate, hidden truth of the world is that it is 

something we make, and that could easily be made differently” and 

difference concentrates in collective action: “Resistance is Beautiful!”  Such

pragmatic creativity goes beyond an idea. 

--------

I stood in parking lots where massive shopping malls once stood. Now

only shards of shattered glass covered the buckling asphalt. Under an 

innocent sun, these millions of radiant diamonds became the 

shimmering offering to the new day. For even in the paradoxical 

cruelty of nature’s wrath it offered a sublime organic beauty. To 

pursue such beauty is to satisfy hope; it is to understand that light 

emerges from darkness. – Dawn DeDeaux 

Gathering herself  and her work to stunning personal losses, Dawn DeDeaux

takes up this narrative dissonance for going beyond it. The impactor that 

matters in the here and now is both indifferent and purposeful (artificial 

satellites falling from space can wreak havoc too) and the response must be

felt as vascular, pheromonal, and disseminating en masse across the public 

sphere. In effect, she follows the ferns. 
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So it happened that, her studio in ruins, DeDeaux’s immediate response to 

the Katrina’s devastation of Katrina was to begin making a series of 

shattered glass artworks, each a mirroring air blast of illuminated shards 

hand-thrown, timber and brick gathered from structure near her home 

scheduled for demolition, in the Lower Ninth Ward. Conceived in a flood 

zone lifeworld of engineering failures and collective trauma,  they confirm 

in situ Heidegger’s cautionary tale: that living beings and all that they make

depend existentially on a nature terraformed to human purpose and beyond 

that fact, that the failure of this program is assured. Then they go beyond 

this.

But my journey returns time and again to Gulf and Galaxy, the one as the 

other: how Earth’s mass extinction narrative has not yet found an ending. 

As experienced in situ, the effect of the installation can be uneasiness. One 

looks down upon the event of the artform, is placed into the eye-of-God 

perspective as a witness but also “owner” of a beautiful cataclysm.
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Gulf and Galaxy

In all, this work is made to be shared with implicated publics. There is no 

escaping the sense of control – the relief – of participating as an apparatus 

of surveillance, like a NOAA weather satellite mapping to Earth as if this act

alone could deliver real-time security. But as well, there is no disowning the

human impactor’s part in making the event the installation sources to. 

The confident physics of the framing walls that appear to move the “Glass 

Floor” installations off the gallery floor (or off the asphalt) and beyond 

gravity’s hold, speak to this accountability differently. Holding the swirling 

blasts of shattered glass and shattered futures, as levees and other 

retaining structures proved insufficient for doing, they call up a 

“vertiginous” experience of time and space as if transferred directly from 

the Latin, vertiginosus, “a turning or whirling action” that Daniel Knight 

writes of eloquently as an everyday experience of being-in-the-world in 
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contemporary Greece (2021): the very scenario that “Gulf and Galaxy” 

performs as a speculative horror story of a post-apocalyptic world and that, 

interrupting attachment to inevitability, DeDeaux throws her energies into.

 

But Now a Collisive Fold in Time . . . .

1928 Okeechobee Hurricane/San Felipe Segundo Hurricane/”The Lost

Storm”/

The Storm of 1928

Ethel Williams reads for the television cameras a journalist’s description of 

the 1928 hurricane that devastated low-lying towns surrounding Lake 

Okeechobee, Florida. (If this were Spike Lee’s When The Levees Broke: A 

Requiem in Four Acts (2007) we would first see Ethel Williams holding up a 

gilt frame and looking us in the eye through it, expressionless and beyond 

words.) 
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It tore away all the measuring instruments. Banshees screamed in the 

pitch-black night. It was as if all the devils in hell were shouting in our

ear.

The winds pushed the waters over the small muck walls at the south end of 

the lake, the flood covering an area of hundreds of square miles with water 

in places 20 feet deep.

The Red Cross would estimate The Okeechobee fatalities at 1,836. For many

years this was taken as the official count by the National Weather Service. 

It was exactly equal to the official count for Hurricane Katrina. Even today 

the two events not infrequently call each other to mind as sites of 

immeasurable collective trauma, two worlds in one.

 Ethel Williams was a young girl in 1928.

I don’t remember too much of the hurricane. All I remember that a 

lady lived across the street they find her up in the street and one lady 

where we lived they found her dead where the wind had wrapped her 

up and blowed her and killed her. Recovery workers found bodies in 

the lake . . . decomposed, it was bad to see to tell black from white.  

Most people were just buried in mass graves . . . no caskets . . . 
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Dance Around the Gold Moon 

Then suddenly she is talking beyond her own trauma recollections and 

beyond the vivid reportage, referencing writer and anthropologist Zora 

Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937). The classic novel 

draws its storyline from the social dynamics of “folks” in the low-lying towns

of Lake O - black sharecroppers and Bahamaian seasonal workers mostly – 

and the “people” – the whites on higher ground who live in the big houses. 

The Storm of 1928 is its culminating event. 

Hurston, as if a ghost in William’s sitting room:

It woke up the old Okechobee and the monster began to roll in his 

bed. Began to roll and complain like a peevish world on a grumble. . . .

the people felt safe because there were the seawalls to chain the 

senseless monster in his bed. The folks let the people do the thinking. 

If the castles thought themselves secure, the cabins needn’t worry. 

Their decision was already made as always . . . [emphasis mine]

Ethel Williams quotes Hurston: “[The dead] seemed to be staring at the 

dark but their eyes were watching God.” She continues, her voice mixing 

now with the author’s: 

White God ordered black workers to separate the dead black bodies 

from the white because only white were to receive coffins. . . . 

Hurston, she wrote, “One God, don’t let me catch none of you own 

dubbin white folks and don’t be wastin no boxes on colored. They’s 

too hard to get hold of right now.”

Most of the black bodies were buried in a mass grave and white bodies in 

another, where they would receive a timely memorial. It would be 1945 
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before laborers black and white would build the Herbert Hoover Dam. 

Today, an immaculate memorial cemetary seeks to put things to rights, 2.5 

miles east of the lake, where each year residents in the affected towns all 

stand still at the same time, to remember “The Forgotten Storm.” 

Ethel Williams:

The memorial gardens. My son . . . he’s there. I got a sister there. I 

got two sisters there. I got brothers there. I got nieces there. 

White survivor Lucille Salvatore Herron states, “We all have our lots 

already. We all have our stones out there. All we have to do is be cremated 

and put in them.”

Glass Floor
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The high water mark stain answers the question in the mode of 

disinterested evidence – New Orlean’s K-Pg boundary. Some person or 

family’s  K-Pg boundary. Memorial and Portent: “Glass Floor” appears to be 

inviting us to a commemorative service – its central pillar the post-Katrina 

remains of a brick fireplace that, as Dawn DeDeaux describes it, “lost its 

surrounding walls and mantles . . . . and is staged here alongside a damaged

house slated for demolition.”  Is the musty brick chimney rising out of - or 

crashing into – the shattered glass “gulf” which could be a “galaxy”?

Surpik Angelini writes of how DeDeaux’s climate art post-Katrina emerges 

out of a world that has “lost its context.”

My thoughts return turn to  “the measuring instruments”  as Ethel Williams 

describes them. In a floodzone high water marks are everywhere , 

calibrations people live by. The measurements she speaks of would be 

painted on simple wood measuring posts like a ruler of peak immersion 

levels (future hydrologists’ “peak gage-height altitude”) alongside  lakes, 

reservoirs, estuaries, throughways and roadways. As local knowledge, they 

are legible on the moldering leaves of poison ivy vines; for a coroner, the 

molecular evidence of the physical limits of oxygen intake that constitutes 

proof of death by drowning; on the Seminole reservation the high ground 

Indians evacuate to when the wildlife suddenly starts to flee; the white 

“castle” on the hill of Their Eyes Were Seeing God that in social fact is a 

shrine to intimate violence.  In every instance, a high water mark 

measurement is about what Abou Farman theorizes as “terminality”  . .  . . a

kind of eschatology that scientifically measures the increments of end-times 

—whether it is done for terminal patients or a terminal humanity.” (2021)  

When people in DeDeaux’s neighborhood came together after the storm 

they shared what they could hold onto in that moment by comparing high 
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water marks – numeracy’s cold reductions giving an illusion of affective 

coolness in response to the experiential ineffable. 

"What'd you get?"   

"It topped nine..."  

"We hit twelve..."

"Lucky, only four…”

"Up to the attic..."

"Over six."

Water Markers 

Originally, DeDeaux’s Water Markers corresponded literally to the high 

water marks within a one hundred mile radius of DeDeaux’s neighborhood. 

Now, each also bears the name of the neighborhood’s voicings. But viewer 

beware the sturdy polyeurathane containers of pure and luminous “water.” 

Even this is an illusion. What we stand before is a complex simulacrum of 

the artist’s digitally compiled photographs of water, covered by a thin 

acrylic layer that reflects light similarly to water itself due to the bounce of 

reflectivity giving the illusion of full mass in side view.  Pure techne, purely 

fictional containment devices. The columns’ only natural reality is air, 
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offering a sense of breathing space above the photo-acrylic waterlines for 

showing how even this element is a commodity, or perhaps also a gift –  an 

“aesphyxial politics” (Ito 2021) either way. So it is that in reality, Dawn 

DeDeaux is performing the last gasp or perhaps - one must act in 

hopefulness as well as planning -  the airspace of a saving grace. 
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